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H is a new furniture company that conceives and 
creates meaningful pieces for discerning clients. 
London based, but with Mexican origins and a 
global outlook, we embrace contrasts and celebrate 
differences, bringing together beautifully crafted 
collections that get better with time and make 
people’s lives richer.

H believes in progress with purpose. We explore 
new possibilities and methods; consider history 
to forge a better future; and create compelling 
juxtapositions. Everything we do, we do with love 
and care. The details drive us — from design and 
materials sourcing, to manufacturing and finishing. 
For us, quality is paramount and we strive for it 
without compromise. We want to do things the 
right way, sustainably and without shirking our 
responsibilities — that’s why we use solid wood 
from renewable sources as a primary component. 
We will always charge a fair price for our products, 
given the cost of materials and manufacturing.Introduction
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H doesn’t just intend to build a business, but to 
establish a culture. An open culture that fosters 
inventiveness and collaboration and is built on 
mutual respect and trust. We’re curators and 
editors, relying on a network of specialists to 
help us realize our ideas, so faith in our partners 
is critical. We invest in relationships as well as 
craftsmanship, making sure that everyone we 
work with feels valued and a real part of what 
we’re doing.

But more than anything, H wants to elevate the 
everyday, to bring interest and imagination into 
people’s lives, to create original furniture that 
makes a room better than it was before.

Corner 
Leather 
Loom 
Brick
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Corner 
Collection

The Corner Collection plays with classic geometry, taking the perfect 
45° angle as its conceptual starting point. The collection consists of a 
side table, sideboard and two different dining tables — a slim version 
and another made from thicker, more substantial wood.

Each piece has had its corners carefully cut away at 45° by hand or a 
super-accurate, computer CNC router, to create a contrast of planes 
and visual interest. There’s a practical element too, as the collection 
dispenses with any dangerous sharp corners.
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Corner Side 
Table

More accurately, this piece is a ‘no corner’ table, 
as the four corner edges have been carved away 
at 45° by computer CNC router. Continuing the 
tables’s four legs are inclined at 22.5°, to achieve 
a satisfying sense of balance and symmetry. The 
top is 3cm thick, while the leg dimensions are 
3x6 cm.

The Corner Side Table is crafted in solid wood. 
It is available in four natural wood finishes, or in 
a choice of 11 colours. As well as a sturdy table, 
this versatile piece can double up as a stool.

From left to right – Wood: stained pale green, oak natural oil, 
european walnut oil, deep grey
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Corner 
Sideboard

The sideboard is available in either solid natural-
oiled oak, white-oiled oak, natural-oiled ash or 
natural-oiled European walnut, or in a choice 
of 11 stained wood finishes. With the latter, the 
edges have been kept natural, adding further 
contrast and appeal.

It comes in two variants, one with spring-hinged 
doors and adjustable shelves, the other with 
a combination of drawers and spring-hinged 
doors. Both provide an unusual twist on practical 
storage and display.

Wood: solid oak natural oil, stained yellow
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Below – Wood: solid european walnut natural oil 
Right – Wood: solid oak natural oil
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Slim  
Corner Table

This is the graceful younger sister of the 
Corner Table, featuring a lighter, slimmer (4cm 
thick) steel-reinforced table top and 4x8 cm 
legs, angled at precisely 22.5°. Here the four 
corner edges have been carved away at 45° by 
computer CNC router. 

The Slim Corner Table is available in natural 
wood finishes, including oak, ash and European 
walnut, as well as a variety of all-over colours. 
Simple and understated, it has an easy, elegant 
profile, and is perfectly suited to casual dining or 
desk use. The legs are removable, making it easy 
to transport. It can be ordered in rectangular or 
square formats.

Below – Wood: solid european walnut natural oil 
Top right – Wood: solid european walnut natural oil 
Bottom right – Wood: solid oak natural oil
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Corner Table

The 7cm-thick Corner Table is available in a 
selection of oiled solid wood finishes. There’s 
also a version with a stained table top in a 
variety of colours. Here, the bare, natural wood 
of the exposed corners and 7x7 cm legs (which 
incline at exactly 22.5°) are a striking contrast to 
the table top. As well as creating visual interest, 
the corners are safer than the usual sharp 
corners for families with small children.

The Corner Table comes into its own as a dining 
or occasional table, but could also be used as 
a desk. The legs are removable, making it easy 
to transport. It can be ordered in rectangular or 
square formats.

Wood: solid oak natural oil, stained deep blue



Leather 
Collection

H´s Leather Collection evokes the simple construction, craftsmanship 
and elegant lines of mid-century Scandinavian design. Each piece is 
made with care and precision, its apparent simplicity belying the time 
and effort to achieve such harmony of composition.

There is an innate drama in the contrast of materials and colour. 
Repeated straps of leather, used mainly on the side panels, create a 
sense of pattern and rhythm.
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Leather Chair

Constructed from solid wood and soft leather 
in contrasting colours, the Leather Chair has 
slightly inclined legs, along with a subtly curved 
upholstered backrest for additional comfort. 
The backrest features two leather buttons, 
which add visual interest and pick up the classic 
leatherwork on the seat. Repeated straps of 
leather flushed with the solid wood create a 
sense of visual rhythm and musicality.

Wood: solid oak natural oil; Upholstery: black leather
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Solid Backrest 
Leather Chair

Made in a choice of contrasting solid woods and 
luxurious leathers, the Leather Chair is elegant 
yet sturdy, with slightly inclined legs and gentle, 
flowing lines. This version has a solid wood 
backrest — it’s slightly curved, offering firm-yet-
comfortable support for the back, and creating a 
fluid line that sweeps naturally into the armrests. 

Below – Wood: solid european walnut natural oil;  
Upholstery: black leather 
Right – Wood: european walnut natural oil;  
Upholstery: pale brown leather
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Leather Stool

The elegant, 45cm-high Leather Stool combines 
classic proportions and profile with interesting 
design details. For example, its four legs thin 
out towards the top and bottom, keeping its 
lines gentle and flowing. The stool is simple 
to behold, but complex to make, demanding 
precise carpentry and impeccable leather work. 
Repeated and flushed 30mm wide straps create 
visual interest on the side panels. 

Available in a choice of natural woods and 
leathers, the Leather Stool can be used for 
occasional seating, or as a footrest.

Wood: solid oak natural oil; Upholstery: camel leather
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Standing 75cm tall, the Leather High Stool is 
strikingly elegant. Comfortable and versatile, 
it can be used as a bar or kitchen stool. With 
comfort as a priority, the seat is buttoned and 
well padded, with 30mm wide leather straps 
flushed with the solid wood, becoming a 
repeated design detail on the sides. 

Made in a choice of four solid woods, the 
Leather High Stool can be upholstered in a 
variety of coloured leathers.

Below – Wood: european walnut natural oil;  
Upholstery: black leather 
Right – Wood: european walnut natural oil;  
Upholstery: pale brown leather

Leather High Stool
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Above – Wood: solid oak natural oil; Upholstery: black leather 
Right – Wood: european walnut natural oil; Upholstery: pale 
brown leather
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Leather Triple  
Stool

The Leather Triple Stool is a new typology — 
neither a bench nor a stool. The leather seats 
are buttoned and well padded, as comfort is 
paramount.

45cm high with eight, beautifully tapering legs, 
the Leather Triple Stool features immaculate 
leather upholstery work, and is available in wide 
choice of solid wood and leather finishes. This 
piece is practical and versatile and can provide 
seating in almost any room in the house or the 
office. 

Wood: solid oak natural oil; Upholstery: pale brown leather
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Loom 
Collection

H’s Loom collection has a very specific inspiration — a small manual 
belt-making loom discovered by chance in a textile museum in the city 
of Oaxaca in Mexico. 

The collection consists of a chair and a stool, which reinterpret the 
logic of the simple loom beams and the journey of each thread, playing 
with the idea of independent threads coming together to create a flat, 
woven surface. The woven areas use strong elastic polyester woven 
cord, which offers infinite possibilities, as each thread can be specified 
in a different colour. 

The cord is stretched across the solid wood frame of the furniture, 
creating intriguing texture and pattern, both functional and decorative. 
Though the genesis of the collection is Mexican, the collection has 
clean lines and simple shapes that aim at a timeless beauty.
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Loom Chair

The Loom Chair’s frame is available in a choice 
of natural woods. It is made with the utmost care 
and precision — each element of the deceptively 
simple wooden structure has been carved by 
a computer-controlled CNC machine, for a 
super-accurate finish. The chairs are sanded and 
finished by hand, a process that takes around a 
day for two people. 

Because of the combination of materials, the 
Loom Chair remains surprisingly light and 
portable, yet still highly resistant. Comfortable, 
practical and elegant, it makes the perfect 
dining, meeting room, or occasional chair.

Wood: solid european walnut natural oil; Upholstery: black 
woven cords
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Below – Wood: solid oak natural oil; Upholstery: white woven cords 
Bottom right – Wood: solid european walnut natural oil; Upholstery:  
black and white woven cords
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The four-legged Loom Stool pays homage 
to the ancient folk art of Mexican weaving. 
Threads of strong elastic polyester woven cord 
are stretched to provide a comfortable seating 
experience. The frame has been precisely carved 
by a computer-controlled CNC machine and 
then carefully sanded and finished by hand. It is 
available in a choice of natural solid woods and 
eight different woven cords.

Left – Wood: solid oak natural oil;  
Upholstery: black woven cords 
Below – Wood: solid oak natural oil; Upholstery:  
black and white woven cords

Loom Stool
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Forty

Below – Wood: solid oak natural oil; Upholstery: black and white woven cords 
Right – Wood: solid european walnut natural oil; Upholstery: black woven cords



Brick 
Collection

As the name suggests, the Brick Collection is inspired by the 
ubiquitous building material of the same name. Usually reserved 
for outdoor architectural structures, H has recontextualised and 
reinterpreted the humble brick as a decorative medium for furniture. 

Here, the bumpy, slightly flawed texture of man-made brick is 
juxtaposed with the fine grain and inherent beauty of natural wood. 
The contrast is surprising and pleasing, the usual solidity of brick 
undercut by the slim, elegant lines of the furniture. In the Brick 
Collection, it’s the wood that does the heavy, functional work, leaving 
the cutaway, tiled bricks to deliver the aesthetics.
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Brick Side  
Table

The Brick Side Table can double up as a stool, 
or two or more units could be used as a more 
central coffee table. The wooden top of the table 
is 20mm thick, while its wooden legs have brick 
tiles glued to one side, and are 35mm thick. The 
bricks used on the side table legs are available in 
seven different colour and surface types.

From left to right – Wood: solid european walnut natural oil, 
solid oak natural oil, solid european walnut natural oil, solid oak 
natural oil; Bricks: celina rough yellow, celina rough brown 1, 
celina rough brown 1, celina smooth red



The Brick Bench is available in plain solid wood, 
or beautifully upholstered in a choice of nine 
shades of leather. It is suitable for casual seating 
in a domestic or office environment. 

Without padding, the wooden top of the Brick 
Bench is 28mm thick, while its wooden legs 
have brick tiles glued to one side, and are 35mm 
thick. Seven different brick finishes are available, 
along with four different wood finishes. 

Wood: solid oak natural oil; Bricks: celina smooth red; 
Upholstery: red leather 
Below Left: bench seat without optional cushion

Brick Bench
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Brick Sideboard

The whole of the Brick Sideboard including the 
top surface, doors, drawers and interior have 
been crafted in solid wood, while bricks have 
been carefully glued on to one side of each leg. 
The sideboard has a 28mm thick top, while its 
legs are 35mm thick. It comes in two versions, 
one with spring-hinged doors and adjustable 
shelves, the other with a combination of 
drawers.

Wood: solid oak natural oil; Bricks: celina smooth red
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Tiled sections of brick are used to create the 
surface of the table´s legs, which are 50mm thick 
and seen head-on, resemble a two-brick wide, 
eight-brick high wall. The table’s two legs are 
spaced equally, positioned either end of a solid 
wooden spine running lengthways along the 
centre of the table top. 

The table’s top is just 28mm thick, and can be 
ordered in lengths of up to 3m. The Symmetric 
Brick Table functions as a dining table or desk, 
and can be taken apart easily if it needs to be 
moved.

Wood: solid european walnut natural oil; Bricks: celina  
rough brown 1

Symmetrical  
Brick Table
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Brick Table

The Brick Table’s top is just 28mm thick, and 
comes in lengths of up to 3m. It is available 
in four different wood finishes. The top is 
supported by a central plane of wood running 
along most of its length, with two smaller 
supports cutting across at 90°. 

Slim bricks have been carefully glued on one 
side of each leg, which are 35mm thick and seen 
head-on, resemble a small wall. The Brick Table 
functions as a dining table or desk, and can be 
dismantled for transport.

Wood: solid oak natural oil; Bricks: celina smooth red
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Materials

Brick, Leather, Corner & Loom



Leather selection

Solid wood selection

Leather selection

Solid wood selection

Corner SideboardCorner Side Table Solid Backrest Leather ChairLeather Chair

Materials Materials

Corner TableSlim Corner Table Leather High StoolLeather Stool
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Leather selection

Solid wood selection

Materials Materials

Solid wood selection

Brick selection

Solid wood selection

Brick selection

Brick SideboardBrick Bench

Symmetrical Brick Table Brick Table

Leather Triple Stool Loom Chair

Brick Side TableLoom Stool

Solid wood selection

Brick selection

Solid wood selection

Brick selection

Leather selection

Woven cords selection

Solid wood selection

Solid wood selection

Brick selectionWoven cords selection

Solid wood selection
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Materials Materials

Stained Wood

White Vivid GreenPale Green Deep Green

PinkDeep Blue Pale RedYellow

Deep GreyPale Grey Black

Solid Wood 

Oak Natural Oil Oak White Oil Ash Natural Oil European Walnut 
Natural Oil

Leather

Black

White Medium BrownPale BrownCamel

Deep Brown Deep GreyPale GreyRed

Brick

Celina Smooth Yellow Celina Rough OrangeCelina Rough Yellow Celina Smooth Red

Celina Rough Red Celina Rough Brown 2Celina Rough Brown 1
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Materials

Specifications

Woven Cords

Natural White GreenYellow

Neon green Red Blue Black
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Slim Corner Table

Slim Corner Table (Rectangular)

Dimensions (rectangular) 
L: 140, 160, 180, 200, 220, 240, 260cm;  
W: 90/100cm; H: 74/75cm

Dimensions (square) 
L: 100, 120, 140, 160cm;  
W: 100, 120, 140, 160cm; H: 74/75cm

Table top thickness: 40mm 
Leg dimensions: 40 x 80mm 

Description 
Dining table in either natural or fully 
stained solid wood.

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil. 

Stained solid wood selection: white, 
pale green, vivid green, deep green, 
deep blue, yellow, pale red, pink, pale 
grey, deep grey, black.

Notes 
Disassembled. 
Available in custom made sizes. 
Available in natural solid wood. 
Available in solid wood stained in  
any colour of the RAL and NCS  
colour spectrums. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available

Corner Sideboard (Doors)
Dimensions 
L: 100, 160, 180, 200, 220, 260, 300cm; 
H: 70/80cm; D: 50cm

Description 
Sideboard in a combination of natural 
and stained solid wood. Top surface, 
doors, sides, back and interior in 
solid wood. Exterior stained in colour, 
excluding the forepart corner sides. 
Two removable and adjustable shelves 
for each space compartment. Push and 
open mechanism for doors.

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Stained solid wood selection: white, 
pale green, vivid green, deep green, 
deep blue, yellow, pale red, pink, pale 
grey, deep grey, black.

Notes 
Available in custom made sizes. 
Available in natural solid wood. 
Available in solid wood stained in  
any colour of the RAL and NCS  
colour spectrums. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available

Corner Side Table 
Dimensions 
W: 45cm; D: 40cm; H: 45cm

Table top thickness: 30mm 
Dimensions of the legs: 30 x 60mm

Description 
Table in either natural or fully stained 
solid wood, that can also be used as a 
stool.

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Stained solid wood selection: white, 
pale green, vivid green, deep green, 

deep blue, yellow, pale red, pink, pale 
grey, deep grey, black.

Notes 
Available in custom made sizes. 
Available in natural solid wood. 
Available in solid wood stained in  
any colour of the RAL and NCS  
colour spectrums. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.

Leather Chair
Dimensions 
H: 78cm; W: 59cm; D: 57cm

Seat height: 45cm 
Armrest height: 63cm

Description 
Dining chair with frame in solid wood, 
and seat and backrest fully upholstered 
in leather (PU foam).

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Leather selection: white, camel, pale 
brown, medium brown, deep brown, 
red, pale grey, deep grey, black.

Notes 
Stackable option not available. 
Available in custom made  
selection of leathers. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.

Corner Table
Dimensions (rectangular) 
L: 140, 160, 180, 200, 220, 240, 260cm;  
W: 90/100cm; H: 74/75cm

Dimensions (square) 
L: 100, 120, 140, 160cm;  
W: 100, 120, 140, 160cm; H: 74/75cm

Table top thickness: 20mm 
Table side thickness: 70mm 
Leg thickness: 70 x 70mm

Description 
Dining table in a combination of natural 
and stained solid wood. Table top 
stained in colour, excluding the corner 
sides and legs.

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil. 

Stained solid wood selection: white, 
pale green, vivid green, deep green, 
deep blue, yellow, pale red, pink, pale 
grey, deep grey, black.

Notes 
Disassembled. 
Available in custom made sizes. 
Available in natural solid wood. 
Available in solid wood stained in  
any colour of the RAL and NCS  
colour spectrums. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available

Corner Sideboard (Drawers)
Dimensions 
L: 100, 160, 180, 200, 220, 260, 300cm; 
H: 70/80cm; D: 50cm

Description 
Sideboard in a combination of natural 
and stained solid wood. Top surface, 
doors, sides, back and interior in solid  
wood. Exterior stained in colour, 
excluding the forepart corner sides. 
One removable and adjustable shelf  
for each space compartment. Drawers 
with fully extendable runners. Push  
and open mechanism for doors  
and drawers.

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Stained solid wood selection: white, 
pale green, vivid green, deep green, 
deep blue, yellow, pale red, pink, pale 
grey, deep grey, black.

Notes 
Available in custom made sizes. 
Available in natural solid wood. 
Available in solid wood stained in  
any colour of the RAL and NCS  
colour spectrums. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available
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Leather High Stool
Dimensions 
H: 75cm; W: 60cm; D: 42cm

Footrest height: 25cm

Description 
Bar stool with frame in solid wood  
and seat fully upholstered in leather  
(PU foam).

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Leather selection: white, camel, pale 
brown, medium brown, deep brown, 
red, pale grey, deep grey, black.

Notes 
Stackable option not available. 
Available in custom made  
selection of leathers. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.

Loom Stool
Dimensions 
H: 48cm; W: 52cm; D: 45cm

Seat height: 45cm

Description 
Stool with frame in solid wood and seat 
with elastic nautical woven cords.

Finishes 
Solid wood selection: natural oil, oak 
white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Woven cords selection: natural,  
white, yellow, green, neon green, red, 
blue, black.

Notes 
Stackable option not available. 
Available in custom made  
selection of woven cords. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.

Solid Backrest Leather Chair
Dimensions 
H: 72cm; W: 59cm; D: 53cm

Seat height: 45cm 
Armrest height: 63cm

Description 
Dining chair with frame and backrest in 
solid wood, and seat fully upholstered 
in leather (PU foam).

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Leather selection: white, camel, pale 
brown, medium brown, deep brown, 
red, pale grey, deep grey, black.

Notes 
Stackable option not available. 
Available in custom made selection of 
leathers. 
Standard packaging, crate option 
available.

Leather Stool
Dimensions 
H: 45cm; W: 60cm; D: 42cm

Description 
Stool with frame in solid wood and seat 
fully upholstered in leather (PU foam).

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Leather selection: white, camel, pale 
brown, medium brown, deep brown, 
red, pale grey, deep grey, black.

Notes 
Stackable option not available. 
Available in custom made  
selection of leathers. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.

Leather Triple Stool
Dimensions 
H: 45cm; W: 166cm; D: 42cm

Description 
Bench with frame in solid wood and 
seating areas fully upholstered in 
leather (PU foam).

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Leather selection: white, camel, pale 
brown, medium brown, deep brown, 
red, pale grey, deep grey, black.

Notes 
Stackable option not available. 
Available in custom made  
selection of leathers. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.

Loom Chair
Dimensions 
H: 78cm; W: 52cm; D: 55cm

Seat height: 45cm

Description 
Dining chair with frame in solid wood, 
and seat and backrest with elastic 
nautical woven cords.

Finishes 
Solid wood selection: natural oil, oak 
white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Woven cords selection: natural,  
white, yellow, green, neon green, red, 
blue, black.

Notes 
Stackable option not available. 
Available in custom made  
selection of woven cords. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.
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Sixty Eight

Brick Table
Dimensions 
L: 160, 180, 200, 220, 240, 260, 280, 
300cm; W: 100/110cm; H: 74/75cm

Table top thickness: 28mm 
Leg thickness: 35mm 
Bricks dimensions: 6.5 x 21.5 x 1.5cm 

Description 
Dining table in solid wood and bricks. 
Table top in solid wood and base in 
solid wood with bricks glued on  
one side.

Finishes 
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Bricks available in seven different 
types, depending on colour and finish: 
celina smooth yellow, celina rough 
yellow, celina rough orange, celina 
smooth red, celina rough red, celina 
rough brown 1, celina rough brown 2.

Notes 
Disassembled. 
Available in custom made sizes. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.

Symmetrical Brick Table
Dimensions 
L: 160, 180, 200, 220, 240, 260, 280, 
300cm; W: 100/110cm; H: 74/75cm

Table top thickness: 28mm 
Leg thickness: 50mm 
Bricks dimensions: 6.5 x 21.5 x 1.5cm 

Description 
Dining table in solid wood and bricks. 
Table top in solid wood and base in 
solid wood with bricks glued on  
both sides.

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Bricks available in seven different 
types, depending on colour and finish: 
celina smooth yellow, celina rough 
yellow, celina rough orange, celina 
smooth red, celina rough red, celina 
rough brown 1, celina rough brown 2.

Notes 
Disassembled. 
Available in custom made sizes. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.

Brick Sideboard (Doors)
Dimensions 
L: 100, 160, 180, 200, 220, 260, 300cm; 
D: 50cm; H: 72cm

Bricks dimensions: 6.5 x 21.5 x 1.5cm. 

Description 
Sideboard in solid wood and bricks. Top 
surface, doors, sides, back and interior 
in solid wood, with glued bricks on 
one side of each leg. Two removable 
and adjustable shelves for each 
space compartment. Push and open 
mechanism for doors.

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Bricks available in seven different 
types, depending on colour and finish: 
celina smooth yellow, celina rough 
yellow, celina rough orange, celina 
smooth red, celina rough red, celina 
rough brown 1, celina rough brown 2.

Notes 
Available in custom made sizes. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.

Brick Sideboard (Drawers)
Dimensions 
L: 100, 160, 180, 200, 220, 260, 300cm; 
D: 50cm; H: 72cm

Bricks dimensions:  
6.5cm x 21.5cm x 1.5cm.

Description 
Sideboard in solid wood and bricks. 
Top surface, doors, sides, back and 
interior (including drawers) in solid 
wood, with glued bricks on one 
side of each leg. One removable 
and adjustable shelf for each space 
compartment. Drawers with fully 
extendable runners. Push and open 
mechanism for doors and drawers.

Finishes 
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil.

Bricks available in seven different 
types, depending on colour and finish: 
celina smooth yellow, celina rough 
yellow, celina rough orange, celina 
smooth red, celina rough red, celina 
rough brown 1, celina rough brown 2.

Notes 
Available in custom made sizes. 
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.

Brick Bench
Dimensions 
L: 160, 180, 200, 220, 240, 260, 280, 300 
cm; D: 40cm; H: 44.5cm

Thickness of the seat: 28mm  
(without cushion). 
Thickness of the legs: 35mm 
Bricks dimensions: 6.5cm x 21.5cm x 1.5cm 

Description 
Bench in solid wood and bricks. Bench 
top in solid wood and legs in solid wood 
with bricks glued to one side of each 
leg. Bench seat coming with optional 
upholstered cushion.

Finishes 
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 

oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil,

Bricks available in seven different types, 
depending on colour and finish: 

celina smooth yellow, celina rough yellow, 
celina rough orange, celina smooth red, 
celina rough red, celina rough brown 1, 
celina rough brown 2, 

Leather selection: white, camel, pale 
brown, medium brown, deep brown, red, 
pale grey, deep grey, black

Notes 
Available in custom made sizes. 
Standard packaging, crate option available.

Brick Side Table 
Dimensions 
L: 45cm; W: 40cm; H: 46.5cm

Table top thickness: 20mm 
Thickness of the legs: 35mm 
Bricks dimensions:  
6.5cm x 21.5cm x 1.5cm

Description 
Table in solid wood and bricks that can 
also be used as a stool. Legs in solid 
wood with bricks glued to one side of 
each leg.

Finishes  
Solid wood selection: oak natural oil, 
oak white oil, ash natural oil, european 
walnut natural oil

Bricks available in seven different 
types, depending on colour and finish: 
celina smooth yellow, celina rough 
yellow, celina rough orange, celina 
smooth red, celina rough red, celina 
rough brown 1, celina rough brown 2 

Notes 
Available in custom made sizes.
Standard packaging, crate  
option available.
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H takes its inspiration from the interesting and 
the unusual. We travel extensively and keep our 
eyes open wherever we go. It may not be the star 
attraction that sparks off our thought processes, 
but an almost incidental detail or lucky accident. 
Contrasts, opposing shapes, clashes of colour and 
texture, design history, even abstract notions of 
space and dimension, can be the starting point for a 
new collection. 

From here, we experiment with rough sketches and 
notes, exploring and developing until our thoughts 
and ideas start to blossom. We think deeply about 
the manufacturing process, always thoroughly 
investigating the best way to achieve the best 
results. We work closely with master craftspeople 
who are intimate with the limits and possibilities of 
their materials, and can transform our concepts to 
a beautiful reality. It takes time, love and inordinate 
skill to achieve the results we’re looking for.

We want our furniture to make a statement, but 
most of all we want it to live up to the idea from 
which it was born in the first place.

Seventy OneSeventy

Methodology



Assembly process of the Loom Chair



Corner Collection 

Pedestal, St Paul’s cathedral, London

Seventy Five

Computer controlled CNC machine drilling the corner side of the  
Slim Corner Table



Colonial chair

Barcelona chair

Leather Collection

Seventy Seven

Ole Wanscher



Loom Collection

Seventy Nine

Manual belt making loom

Hand weaving of the woven cords of the Loom Collection



Contact

Call +44 7427 665 810 

Email hello@hfurniture.co 
Visit www.hfurniture.co 

Furniture design: Hierve

Catalogue design: StudioMakgill 
Photography: Peter Guenzel

Brick Collection 

Gluing process of the Brick Side Table



www.hfurniture.co


